Abstract. In this note, we describe our recent results on semiclassical measures for the Schrödinger evolution on Zoll manifolds. We focus on the particular case of eigenmodes of the Schrödinger operator on the sphere endowed with its canonical metric. We also recall the relation of this problem with the observability question from control theory. In particular, we exhibit examples of open sets and potentials on the 2-sphere for which observability fails for the evolution problem while it holds for the stationary one. Finally, we give some new results in the case where the Radon transform of the potential identically vanishes.
Introduction
Let S d be the sphere of dimension d ≥ 2 endowed with its canonical metric and let V be a smooth real valued function on S d . Our goal here is to understand the behavior of the Schrödinger eigenfunctions:
in the high-frequency limit λ → ∞. Such functions can be identified with stationary solutions of the following Schrödinger equation:
Solutions of (2) encode the position probability density of a quantum particle confined on the surface of the sphere and propagating under the action of the potential V . In this note, we revisit and extend some of the the results in [24] , and reinterpret them from the light of control theory for the Schrödinger equation. It turns out that the controllability property is equivalent to a stability-type estimate for the solutions to the homogeneous Schrödinger equation (2) . The Schrödinger equation is said to be observable on the set ω in time T > 0 if there exists C ω,T > 0 such that
where v(t, x) is the solution to the homogeneous Schrödinger equation (2) with initial data u 0 . It turns out that the controllability property for (3) and the observability for (2) are equivalent notions. The simple proof of this fact is part of the so-called Hilbert Uniqueness Method [21] . Let us briefly recall it here for the sake of completeness. At the expense of replacing T by T /2, the problem reduces to studying the particular case u 1 = 0. One then considers the operator Λ defined by:
where ψ f is the solution to (3) with control f that satisfies ψ f | t=T = 0. The fact that the equation is controllable in time T on the open set ω is equivalent to the fact that the linear bounded operator Λ is onto. This property, in turn, is equivalent to the unique solvability of the adjoint equation with an estimate:
by the closed graph theorem. It is straightforward to check that Λ * u 0 = −i1 ω v, where v is the solution to (2) with initial datum v 0 and therefore the result follows with C ω,T = C.
A remarkable result of Lebeau states that observability (and thus control of the Schrödinger equation) holds for any T > 0 on the open set ω provided that the following geometric control condition is satisfied [20] :
Conversely, one can show that, if K ω = ∅, then observability fails for any choice of V in [23, 24] . Whereas Lebeau's result holds for any compact Riemannian manifold, the Geometric Control Condition is not necessary in general. For instance, observability holds under weaker hypotheses on ω on flat manifolds, see for instance [1, 2, 3, 7, 9] , or negatively curved manifolds [4] .
1.2.
Observability and Quantum Limits. When particularized to stationary solutions of (2), Lebeau's theorem shows that for every ω satisfying K ω = ∅, there exists C ω > 0 such that, for every u solution of (1), one has
where vol is the canonical volume measure on S d . Since the constant C ω is independent of the frequency, estimate (6) provides a restriction on the regions in S d on which the L 2 -mass of high-frequency eigenfunctions can concentrate. We refer to [8, 25] for more explicit relations between observability for eigenmodes (or quasimodes) and for the Schrödinger evolution.
In the case where V ≡ 0, eigenfunctions are merely spherical harmonics. Using their explicit expression one can prove that the observability estimate (6) fails as soon as K ω = ∅. We refer the reader to the work by Jakobson and Zelditch [18] for the proof of a stronger result -see also [5, 22] for alternative proofs that extend to other manifolds than the sphere.
Note that in spite of the fact that the observability estimate for eigenfunctions (6) is weaker than the corresponding estimate for time-dependent solutions (4), the conditions on ω under which these estimates hold are exactly the same when V vanishes identically on S d . In fact, the same phenomenon takes place on the planar disk under a weaker geometric condition: both estimates hold if ω intersects the boundary on an open set, and fail if ω is strictly contained in the interior of the disk [2] . On the flat torus, both estimates hold for any open set ω, even in the presence of a non-zero potential [1, 3, 7, 9] .
It is therefore natural to ask whether or not estimates (4) and (6) are equivalent, i.e. on any compact manifold both estimates hold for the same class of open sets ω. In this note, we answer this question by the negative. Our examples are precisely Schrödinger operators on the sphere with non-constant potentials, or more generally, Laplacians on Zoll manifolds.
Before stating our results, let us mention that these questions are naturally related to certain problems arising in mathematical physics. In fact, consider the set N (∞) of probability measures in S d that are obtained as follows. A probability measure ν belongs to N (∞) provided there exists a sequence of eigenfunctions (u n ) :
with eigenvalues satisfying λ n → ∞ such that
Measures in N (∞) therefore describe the asymptotic mass distribution sequences of eigenfunctions (u n ) whose corresponding eigenvalues tend to infinity. If one integrates these objects against a = 1 ω , then one recovers the quantity we were considering before. In quantum mechanics, they describe the probability of finding a particle in the quantum state u n on the set ω. The problem of characterizing the probability measures in N (∞) has attracted a lot of attention in the last forty years especially in the context of the socalled quantum ergodicity problem -see e.g. [32, 27, 26] for recent surveys on that topic. Elements in N (∞) are often called quantum limits. In the case of S d , it is well known that N (∞) is contained in N which is, by definition, the closed convex hull (with respect to the weak-⋆ topology) of the set of probability measures δ γ , where γ is a closed geodesic of (S d , Can). Recall that
where the parametrization γ(s) has unit speed. In the case where V ≡ 0, it was proved by Jakobson and Zelditch [18] that N (∞) = N -the same result holds on other manifolds with positive curvature [5, 22] . Again, it is natural to ask if this property remains true when V does not identically vanish. This is of course related to the above observability question and we shall again answer to this question by the negative provided V satisfies certain generic properties. In [24] we showed that the answer remains negative on certain Zoll manifolds, even when V vanishes. We finally present a simple criterium relating asymptotic separation properties of the spectrum of the Schrödinger operator to the structure of the set N (∞). We extend the proof given in [24] to the case of potentials with vanishing Radon transform.
Statement of the main results
In order to state our results, we need to define the Radon transform of the potential V . Denote by G(S d ) the space of closed geodesics on S d , which is a smooth symplectic manifold [6] . Then, one can define the Radon transform of V as follows:
This is a smooth function on G(S d ) which can also be identified with a smooth 0-homogeneous function on T * S d − {0}. We denote by ϕ t I(V ) the corresponding Hamiltonian flow on T * S d − {0} which can itself be identified with an Hamiltonian flow on the symplectic manifold G(S d ). We also define the second order average:
where ϕ t denotes the geodesic flow on S * S d . This extends into a smooth 0-homogeneous function on T * S d − {0} that is invariant by the geodesic flow, and it can again be viewed as a function acting on G(S d ). We denote by ϕ
its Hamiltonian flow.
2.1. Observability of eigenfunctions. Our first result is the following
Suppose that one of the following conditions holds: (i) I(V ) is non-constant and
(ii) I(V ) is constant and
Then, there exists C ω,V > 0 such that, for every u solution of (1), one has
Note that K ω,V ⊂ K ω and that it may happen that K ω,V = ∅ while K ω contains a nonempty open set of closed geodesics -see Remark 2.2 below. In particular, this statement shows that observability for eigenfunctions may hold even if K ω = ∅ provided that we choose a good V . This contrasts with the case of observability for the Schrödinger evolution on S d where K ω implies the failure of the observability property (4) . As in the classical argument of Lebeau, this Theorem follows from the unique continuation principle (for the case of low frequencies) and from the study of the microlocal lift of eigenfunctions (for the case of high frequencies).
Remark 2.2. Let us explain how to construct ω and V such that K ω,V = ∅ while K ω = ∅. Recall first that the space of geodesics G(S 2 ) can be identified with S 2 [6, p. 54]. This can be easily seen as follows. Take an oriented closed geodesic γ. It belongs to an unique 2-plane in R 3 which can be oriented via the orientation of the geodesic, and γ can be identified with the unit vector in S 2 which is directly orthogonal to this oriented 2-plane. With that identification in mind, we also know from the works of Guillemin that I :
is an isomorphism [14] . We can now explain how to construct ω and V . Write S 2 := {(x, y, z) :
. Suppose first that the open set ω contains the north pole (0, 0, 1) and that it does not intersect a small enough neighborhood of the equator Γ = {(x, y, 0) : x 2 + y 2 = 1}. For instance, one can take ω to be equal to {(x, y, z) : x 2 + y 2 + z 2 = 1 and z > ǫ} with ǫ > 0 small enough. In particular, there are infinitely many geodesics which belongs to K ω ⊂ K ω , i.e. the geometric control condition fails. In the space of geodesics G(S 2 ) ≃ S 2 , the geodesics belonging to K ω correspond to a small neighborhood of the two poles (0, 0, −1) and (0, 0, 1) of S 2 . Hence, if one chooses V in such a way that I(V ) has no critical points in a slightly bigger neighborhood 1 , then one finds that K ω,V = ∅.
Description of N (∞)
. Let us now turn to the related problem of characterizing the elements inside N (∞). In this direction, we prove the following results:
is identically constant then:
In particular, whenever Concerning the conclusion of Theorem 2.4, we recall from Remark 2.2 that I :
is an isomorphism. In particular, I(V ) can always be identified with a smooth function on the real projective plane RP 2 . Hence, for a generic choice of potential V , the set N Crit (V ) is the convex hull of finitely many measures carried by closed geodesics depending only on V -see for instance [11, Sect. 3.4] for discussions (and also examples) on critical points in this geometric framework.
In the proofs of Theorems 2.1, 2.3, and 2.4 we will make use of classical methods from microlocal analysis that were originally developed for the study of the eigenvalue distribution by Duistermaat-Guillemin [12] , Weinstein [29] and Colin de Verdière [10] . Even if it sounds natural, it seems that the problem of characterizing N (∞) in this geometric framework has not been explicitly considered in the literature before except when V ≡ 0 [18, 22, 5, 17] . We will show that these methods from microlocal analysis allow to obtain in a rather simple manner nontrivial results on the high frequency behaviour of Schrödinger eigenfunctions.
2.3.
Relation with the study of eigenvalue distribution. Finally, observe that the following Theorem allows to establish a relation between the study of N (∞) and the level spacings: Theorem 2.5. Let λ 1 < λ 2 < λ 3 < . . . be the sequence of distinct eigenvalues of − ∆ 2
Moreover, the same conclusion holds if I(V ) is constant and if we suppose
The first part of this Theorem was proved in [24, Sect. 6] in the slightly more general framework of Zoll manifolds. It follows the strategy presented in [22] which consists in computing quantum limits using coherent states for the non-stationary Schrödinger equationsee also [17] for a recent, different, proof of the result in [22] . When I(V ) is constant, the proof from [24] can be adapted and we shall briefly explain in paragraph 3.6 which modifications should be made to get the second part. This result combined with Theorem 2.3 shows that, if I(V ) is non constant, then we can find a subsequence of distinct eigenvalues
. In other words, this gives simple criteria under which you can prove the existence of distinct eigenvalues which are asymptotically very close. In the case where d = 2 and where I(V ) is constant, a much stronger result on level spacings was recently proved in [16] . Yet, in higher dimension or in the case of vanishing averages, it is not clear that such a result could be directly deduced from the classical results on the distribution of eigenvalues from [29, 15, 10, 28, 30] .
The case of nonstationary solutions and general Zoll manifolds.
A natural extension of all the above problems is to consider the case of quasimodes and of nonstationary solutions when (M, g) is a more general Zoll manifold [6] . These issues were discussed in great details in [24] . In order to emphasize the main geometric ideas and to avoid the technical issues inherent to these generalizations, we only focus here on the simpler framework described above. We refer the interested reader to this reference for more precise results. Note that our method combined with earlier results of Zelditch [30, 31] allows in fact to show that, when V ≡ 0, one has N (∞) = N for many Zoll surfaces of revolution on S 2 -see [24, Th. 1.4 ] for the precise statement.
Semiclassical measures and their invariance properties
In order to prove the above results, we will make use of the so-called semiclassical measures [13] -see also [33, Chap. 5] for an introduction on that topic. In particular, we introduce the semiclassical parameter = λ −1/2 and we are interested in the solutions of the following problem:
in the semiclassical limit → 0 + .
Semiclassical measures.
One can define the Wigner distribution of the quantum states u :
where . For that purpose, we write, given u satisfying (8) and any a in C
We can now apply the commutation rule for pseudodifferential operators [33, Ch. 4] combined with the Calderón-Vaillancourt Theorem:
where {, } is the Poisson bracket. Dividing this equality by and letting goes to 0 in this equality, one finds (after a possible extraction) that µ({ ξ 2 , a}) = 0 for every a in
. From the properties of µ, it exactly shows that elements in M(∞) are invariant by the geodesic flow ϕ s acting on S * S d .
3.2.
Weinstein's averaging method. Note that all the arguments so far are valid on a general compact Riemannian manifold and we shall now see which extra properties can be derived in the case of S d endowed with its canonical metric. For that purpose, we need to fix some conventions and to collect some well-known facts on the spectral properties of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on
, we introduce the Radon transform of a:
In the case of V , this definition can be identified with the Radon transform that were defined in the introduction. We will now define the equivalent of this operator at the quantum level following the seminal work of Weinstein [29] -see also [12, 10] for more general geometric frameworks. Recall that the eigenvalues of −∆ are of the form
where k runs over the set of nonnegative integer. In particular, we can write
where A is a selfadjoint pseudodifferential operator of order 1 with principal symbol ξ x and satisfying
, we then set, by analogy with the Radon transfom of a,
An important observation which seems to be due to Weinstein [29] is that the following exact commutation relation holds:
In particular, from (11), one has
Finally, the Egorov Theorem allows to relate the operator I qu (Op (a)) to the classical Radon transform as follows:
where R is a pseudodifferential operator in
3.3. Extra invariance properties on S d . Let us now apply these properties to derive some invariance properties of the elements in M(∞). We fix µ in M(∞) which is generated by a sequence (u ) →0 + and a in C ∞ c (T * S d −{0}). We rewrite (10) with I qu (Op (a)) instead of Op (a). According to (13) , this implies that
Combining (14) with the commutation formula for pseudodifferential operators and the Calderón-Vaillancourt theorem, we find then
Hence, after letting goes to 0, one finds that µ({V, I(a)}) = 0.
Applying the invariance by the geodesic flow, one finally gets that 
In other words, any element in M(∞) is an invariant measure for the system
which is completely integrable in dimension 2. Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 follow then from classical arguments on integrable systems -see e.g. paragraph 3.3 in [24] for part (a) of Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 4.4 of that reference for the first conclusion of Theorem 2.4.
3.4.
The case of vanishing averages. One can easily observe that the results we have proved so far are empty if we suppose that V is an odd function on S d . This is due to the fact that identity (15) does not provide any non-trivial information on µ in that case. We would now like to explain how one can obtain a new invariance relation in that case -namely invariance by the Hamiltonian flow of the second order average I (2) V . This is enough to prove part (b) of Theorem 2.3 and complete the proof of Theorem 2.4. This problem was not considered in [24] and we will briefly expose how some ideas of Guillemin and Uribe [15, 28] can be applied to treat this case.
From this point on, we suppose that V is an odd function on S d . In particular, its Radon transform identically vanishes. Recall also from [15, Lemma 3.1] that its quantum counterpart also identically vanishes, i.e. As was already observed, one has [A, I qu (C)] = 0. For σ(C), the following holds:
We now set U (t) := exp (−it σ(Q)) , where Q is an -pseudodifferential operator in Ψ −1 (S d ) that has to be determined. We also fix a in C ∞ c (T * S d − {0}). In order to motivate the upcoming calculation, we now write (10) with U (−1)I qu (Op (a))U (1) instead of Op (a):
Equivalently, this can be rewritten as
Using the fact that V is odd, we would now like to choose an appropriate Q such that
for some bounded pseudodifferential operator Q 1 to be determined. We first use (17) and the composition formula for pseudodifferential operators to write that
Hence, if we square this expression, we find, using the composition formula one more time,
Similarly, one has
Thus, if we want to cancel the term 2 V in (18), we have to impose that ( A)(Q − I qu (Q )) + (Q − I qu (Q ))( A) is equal to 2V (at least at first order). Define, for every bounded operator B,
and set finally
which is in Ψ −1 (S d ) with a principal symbol equal to q(x, ξ) = V (x)/ ξ x : Q = Op (q) + R , with R bounded.
Observe that, as V is odd, one can verify that I(q) ≡ 0. In the following, we will denote by σ(q) the principal symbol of the operator σ(Q ). Thanks to (16), we also know that I qu (Q ) = 0 from which we can infer
In other words, it remains to compute the difference between ( A)Q + Q ( A) and 2V :
We now write that
According to the composition rules for pseudodifferential operators, we find that ( A)Q + Q ( A) − 2V belongs to 2 Ψ 0 (S d ) with principal symbol equal to 2 r(x, ξ) = − 2 { ξ x , { ξ x , V (x) ξ −1
Note that, as V is odd, one can verify that I(r) ≡ 0. Combining these equalities, we find that
where q 1 (x, ξ) := q(x, ξ) 2 + ξ x {σ(q), q}(x, ξ) − 2{σ(q), V }(x, ξ) − r(x, ξ) 2 .
Insert this identity in (18) and apply (13) and (14) to derive that (19) 5 u , Op ({q 1 , I(a)})u = O( 6 ).
If we let go to 0, we find that the corresponding semiclassical measure µ verifies µ({q 1 , I(a)}) = 0. From the invariance of µ by the geodesic flow and from the relation I(r) ≡ 0, this implies that (20) µ({q(x, ξ) 2 + ξ x {σ(q), q}(x, ξ) − 2{σ(q), V }(x, ξ), I(a)}) = 0.
Then, use that { ξ x , I(a)} = 0 and that µ is supported in S * S d in order to show that this is equivalent to µ({V 2 − {σ(V ), V }, I(a)}) = 0.
Using the invariance of µ by the geodesic flow, we find that 3.5. Observability estimates. Let us now give the proof of Theorem 2.1. Suppose by contradiction that this result is not true. It means that there exists a sequence (u n ) n≥1 of solutions of (1) such that u n L 2 (ω) → 0. From the unique continuation principle (see e.g. [19] ) and using the fact that ω is a non empty open set, one can verify that λ n has to converge to infinity. Up to an extraction, we can suppose that (u n ) n≥1 generates an unique semiclassical measure µ. Using the invariance by the geodesic flow, one knows that µ(S * ω) = µ(I(1 ω )). Suppose now that I(V ) is non-constant. Then, as µ is a postive measure, one knows that From the fact that K ω,V = ∅, one knows that, for T > 0 large enough, this lower bound is positive which implies the expected contradiction as the upper bound vanishes by hypothesis. When I(V ) is constant it suffices to reproduce this argument using the invariance of semiclassical measures by the Hamiltonian flow of I (2) (V ).
